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Atomic nucleus consists of nucleons (protons and
neutrons) interacting each other with the so-called
nucleon-nucleon (NN) forces. The structure of atomic
nucleus can be studied via many-body theories. Some
of them are the well-known the random-phase
approximation

(RPA)

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer

or

(BCS)

theory.

the
These

theories produce very well the properties of infinite
systems such as superconductors, where the quantal
and thermal fluctuations are zero or very small.
However, our recent studies have shown that these
fluctuations are significant in finite systems such as
atomic nuclei. As the result, the physical properties
of nuclear systems are changed due to the effects of
quantal and thermal fluctuations. Therefore, the
well-known many body theories need to modify to
include the effects of these fluctuations when they
are applied to atomic nucleus.
That was the goal of our works, where we proposed a
self-consistent quasiparticle RPA (SCQRPA) taking
into account the effects of quantal and thermal
fluctuations. The SCQRPA provided reasonable
agreements with the exact solutions of the model
cases as well as those obtained within the quantum
Monte-Carlo method for realistic nuclei.

The purpose of our present study is to apply the
SCQRPA to several realistic nuclei, especially to
neutron-rich

nuclei,

and

compare

the

results

obtained within present approach with experimental
data.
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